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Click here to edit the contents of this page. Click here to switch editing to individual sections of the page (if possible). Watch the headlines to edit the link when it's available. Content app without editing the entire source of the page. Check out how this page has evolved in the past. If you want to discuss the content of this page - this is the
easiest way to do it. View and manage file attachments for this page. A few useful tools to manage this site. See the pages you refer to and include this page. Change the name (also URL, possibly category) of the page. View the wiki source for this page without editing. View/set of the parent page (used to create breadcrumbs and
structured layout). Let the administrators know if there is any content on this page. Something is not working as expected? Find out what you can Wikidot.com do. Wikidot.com - what is possible, what should not be, etc. Wikidot.com privacy. Heroic and honorable unit, in search of unity and harmony, Autobots believe that all sentient
beings have their place in the universe and deserve to live peacefully. So far, everyone is one! The Decepticons will stop at nothing to protect their chronicle... even at the expense of other sentient beings. Peace through tyranny! It's a force to be reckoned with on the battlefield. In addition to their size and raw power, the combines are
equipped with up to three deadly attacks capable of causing unimaginable damage to their opponents. Find out more about Combiners here. This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. TRANSFORMERS ROBOTS IN DISGUISE! Join the battle of good vs. evil, and face to face as an autobot or as a desepticon in this
strategy war game. Choose a side, and assemble the ultimate team of Transformers Galaxy never seen. Team up with Transformers characters like Optimus Prime and Bumblebee, or away from Megatron and Starscream. Use the Space Bridge to summon more than 100 bots from Cybertron. Create an impenetrable defense in this
construction game and get ready for the final fight in Transformers: Earth Wars. Which side will you choose? Collect and store Energon and alloy to strengthen your automatic guns or increase your Energon storage. Don't let the enemy destroy your headquarters! Change the shape to deploy stronger attacks and turn the tide of the battle!
Open the Starscream airstrike, break through the defenses with Optimus Prime, use the ability of Autobot Ratchet to heal and repair your team. Unite! Form alliances with other autobots and protect against deceptic attacks in global competitions and weekly events! Plan strategies with other decepticons and bring destruction to the bases
of autobots! Global chat and The features make even the multiplayer experience worth fighting for! Transformers: Earth Wars offers beautiful 3D graphics and animations that make for a great game. Go to the salon and check out some of your favorite Transformers characters! Whether you're Autobot or Decepticon, just remember that
Transformers characters are bigger than meets the eye! ______________________________Transformers: Earth Wars is free to download and play, however you can also make in-app purchases in addition to your game. According to our Terms of Service (link below), you must be at least 13 years old to play or download Transformers:
Earth Wars.In in order to run the game for you we must collect and use data from you. To learn more, you can find out our Privacy Policy (link below). Terms of service: Politics: Earth Wars brought to you Backflip Studios, Space Ape Games, and Hasbro, Inc. Search Play Store for Backflip Studios to see all other Backflip games.
TRANSFORMERS and all related symbols are Trademarks of Hasbro and are used with permission. © 2015 hasbro. All rights reserved.G.I. JOE and all related symbols are trademarks of Hasbro and are used with permission. © 2019 hasbro. All right Reserved.Thanks for the game! November 27, 2020 Version 13.2 Scattershot and
Leozack join the game! The commanders of Technobots and Destrons, respectively, finally come to the fight for the leadership of their teams. Their arrival will bring a new escalation to the war for Earth.Also coming in this version: A new way to unlock new characters new defensive structures and the defensive cores of the Power
Transformers Universe is all about colorful armies locked in an epic battle. Rival Kingdom developer Space Ape nails everything in this stunning wargame strategy. Packed with enough nostalgia to fill the Energon cube, its fast-paced battles will satisfy the touch generals and kids of the 80s alike. I've been playing this game for over two
years. I created and still team team for more than half of that time. I've never been waiting for a drop in rates. Yes a lot of dupes, but this game is really for patience, skill development, and building a community with other players. Yes there are boneheads out there too, but once you hit Level 4 headquarters, find a good team. You can
have a lot of fun playing with others or solo. I spent money on resources and crystals early on and realized wasting a waste of it. Fuel and coin bundles for events were more valuable. But I spend sparingly. You don't have to give up money every time you play, and patience is the best when you're a little short on enrgon or alloy to upgrade
something. Go raid ... Lol... Yes can be monotonous, so pac yourself and remember real world responsibilities as it's easy, very easy to get sucked in at a team event where players try to outdo everyone each or hit the minimum as soon as possible. Events and wars and now RAIDS offer a lot of necessary resources. Choose wisely, play
patiently, and remember that this is just a game. And a pretty cool one actually. Effects and details of the phenomina. And if you're looking for an autobot team, find STOMP. Let them know that you have seen this review and N3 sent you. This game of drop speed is absolutely awful. It doesn't matter if you spend money either, you can
literally spend $200 on this game and still don't get a combine harvester. It will take weeks and weeks, if not months, to accumulate enough crystal shards to try to get three or four stars of the bot. And the probability that this will duplicate is ridiculously high. It's not even touching five-star bots that you can't buy and are impossible to get.
I've been playing this game for almost 2 years and I'm about a quarter of the way to achieving a 15 star auto bot. Also, they only want your money and don't reward you for loyalty at all. My phone crashed in the midst of planning and trying to upgrade one of my automatic bot abilities. When I got back into the game, it spent my coins on
upgrades and instead of my gold. It will take six months to a year to get 150 to 200 coins. It takes about one fight, or five minutes, to get enough gold for me to do the upgrade. It would make absolutely no sense to spend the coin on something that I could upgrade within five minutes. But even after emailing them, they refused to reverse
the mistake. I just want you to buy more coins. The gameplay is fun, the nostalgia is great. Falling rate and money grabbing is pathetic. The developer, Space Ape Ltd, pointed out that the application's privacy practices may include data processing, as described below. For more information, you can learn about the developer's privacy
policy. The following data can be used to track you through apps and websites owned by other companies: Purchase data usage identifiers The following data can be collected and related to your identity: Buying User Location Content Content Data Identifiers Privacy Practices may vary, for example, depending on the features you use or
your age. For more information about the developer's website privacy policy, we've found that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Please turn on JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. Help Center Comments Share This page will list all the
bots currently in the game. All bots have their own bot analogue in another faction. In the current situation, SpaceApe as a developer always introduces both factions equally; Arcee introduction for Autobots and Nightbird for Decepticons. Both new bots presented usually have the same (or similar but different names) ability and class.
Sometimes they are very different however, for example in 2016 Aug 5 - Operation Snakebite, introduced sideswipe and Viper with different abilities / class. Class. Bot, there are up to 5 possible star ratings. Not all bots have or are currently, but the game continues to expand so maybe in the future. Currently, each faction has two bots
with no choice, which has recently dropped from 6 such bots in 2018 in June. So it's possible that you have 4 bots with different ratings, but you can't bring botha clones to do the fight, so you can't bring Arcee and Arcee in the same battle. Each Star Rating will give an impact with the level of power, health and attack damage and will have
different costs for research abilities and level upgrades. A higher rating of stars is usually stronger than a bot. See each Bot for more information. Star rating affects rating points in your collection. Bots with higher star rating earn more points than a bot with a lower rating. Star rating affects the ability to form Super Warriors (combinators),
as they can consist only of , or Bots. A list of levels required for each Bot level. At the moment, the highest level is 60 for Botha with a rating. On March 15, 2018, with version 1.57.1-o, the maximum level will increase from 50 to 60. Cooling Level 1 0:10 100 2 0:20 120 150 3 0:30 150 180 4 0:40 180 220 5 0:50 220 220 270 6 1:1:1:1 00
260 320 7 1:10 310 380 8 1:20 360 450 9 1:30 420 520 10 2:00 Research 11 2:10 67 0 830 1.1.00 Research Research 11 2:10 670 830 1.1.00 Research Research 000 12 2:20 820 1000 1200 13 2:30 730 980 1200 1400 14 2:40 860 1100 1400 15 15 2:50 990 1,300 1,600 1,900 1,900 16 3:00 1,100 1,500 1,900 17 3:10 1,200 1,700
2,100 18 3:20 1,400 2,400 19 3:30 1,600 2,100 2,700 20 8:00 Max Research Research Research 21 8:30 3,700 4,600 5,500 22 9:00 4,600 5,700 6,900 23 9:30 5,500 6,900 24 10:00 6,600 8,200 9,900 25 10:30 7,700 9,600 11,000 26 11:00 8,900 11,000 13,000 27 11:30 10,000 12,000 28 12:00 11,000 14,000 29 12:30 13,000 16,000 30
15:00 Research Research Research 31 16:00 18,000 22,000 27,000 32 17:00 21,000 26,000 33 18:00 25,000 31,000 37,000 34 19:00 29,000 36,000 43,000 35 20:00 33,000 42,000 50,000 36 21:00 38,000 48,000 37 22:00 44,000 55,000 66,000 38 23:00 50,000 63,000 39 24:00 57,000 71,000 85,000 40 35:00 Max Research Research
41 36:00 100,000 120,000 42 37:00 130,000 150,000 43 38:00 160,000 200,000 44 39:00 210,000 250,000 45 40:00 270,000 320,000 46 41:00 340,000 400,000 47 42:00 420,000 510,000 48 43:00 540,000 640,000 49 44:00 670,000 810,000 50 50:00 Research Research 51 51:00 1,300,000 1,300,000 52 52:00 1,800,000 1,800,000 53
53:00 2,100,000 2,500.0 00 54 54:00 55 55:00 56:00 57:00 58 58:00 59 59:00 60 60 60:00 Max Max Human Alliance with transformers, transformers, transformers and from the storyline about how that there are other human organizations that cooperate with transformers. Name Alliance Information Melody Melody - geologist and
geoengineering specialist who came across evidence of autobot activity on Earth. Luca Luca is much more than a simple archaeologist. He is a very clever but poorly tempered relic hunter. Blinded by the prospect of finding an artifact that could him to a great power. Notes See class for more information on the category page. Read more
about this on the category page. Details about the events. Read more about autobots on the category page. Read more in the Decepticons page. See collections for subgroups that earn extra points. See Resources for more information about the elements of the game. See Buildings for more information about the designs. See also
community content available according to CC-BY-SA, unless stated otherwise. Noted.
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